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Abstract

Further urbanization in Japan has led to a new ‘kinrin souon’ problem, which means neighborhood noise issue within and among communities. The purpose of this study was to review the Japanese literatures that focused on neighborhood noise issues, and to clarify what kinds of research have already been done in this field. To conduct this systematic review, the researcher utilized three databases—namely, the Japanese Central Review of Medicine, Cinii Articles, and the National Diet Library-Online Public Catalog Access. The keyword used for this study was “kinrin souon” in the Japanese language, which literally translates to “neighborhood noise”. From the extant published work, 23 literatures were selected for this thematic analysis. Analyzing the secular change of the literature, approximately 50% were published after the 1980s. Lack of communication among neighbors negatively affected how they perceived the loudness of daily sounds. Having a tight and harmonious relationship among neighbors actually reduced the negative perception of daily noise. Considering the effects of urbanization, the neighborhood noise issue has become unavoidable for people living in many communities and local governments in urban areas. Some cases of neighborhood noise would need further assistance from the local government to resolve the issue because of weak community relations among its citizens. The issue includes not only the loudness of the noises but also the emotional conflicts between and among neighbors. The keys to solving this problem are improvement of living conditions and improvement of neighbor relations among community members.
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Introduction

Noise pollution refers to unwanted sounds in the environment that could adversely affect people’s health. Hearing impairments are one of the most common effects of too much exposure to noise. Noise exposure is also related with sleep disturbance, mental disorders, cognitive performance in adults and children, and raising blood pressure. In 1999, the World Health Organization (WHO) developed the ‘Guidelines for Community Noise’ which basically discuss the adverse effects of noise and proper noise management. In all countries, policy development has been important for protecting peoples’ health. There have already been many attempts by governments to control noises coming from aircrafts, traffic, railways, and factories. However, the neighborhood noise issue remains as a major concern and cause of public health problems.

Further urbanization in Japan raised a new ‘kinrin souon’ problem, which means a neighborhood noise issue within and among communities. In Japan, the national government implemented the Noise Regulation Law in 1968. According to the pollution complaints survey conducted in 2012, 41.7% of cases of noise pollution occurred in residential areas. Seventy-four percent of the affected citizens claimed that their sensory organs and psychological health had been damaged. Neighborhood noise generally pertains to the conflicts that occur between and among neighbors who complain about each other’s noises. Noise sensitivity is subjective to each and every individual. Hence, it has become difficult to assess the neighborhood noise problem because the level of tolerance of neighborhood noise may vary from one person to another.
To develop a better community, we need to know how to properly manage neighborhood noise issues. The purposes of this study were to review the Japanese literatures that focused on neighborhood noise issues, and to clarify what kinds of research have already been done in this field.

**Methods**

To conduct a systematic review, the researcher performed literature searches in three databases—namely, the Japanese Central Review of Medicine, Cinii Articles, and the National Diet Library-Online Public Catalog Access. The keyword used was “kinrin souon” in the Japanese language, which literally translates to “neighborhood noise”.

The researcher identified 76 articles of which 24 were immediately excluded because of overlapping of topics in the articles”. The remaining articles were read and 5 additional articles were excluded because they were not relevant and 11 were deselected because they were abstracts of academic conferences. Thirteen articles were unavailable. Finally, 23 articles were included in this literature review (Figure 1).

After carefully reading the articles, the researcher analyzed secular changes in the articles and classified them into categories depending on their content.

**Results**

1. **The secular change of literatures focused on the neighborhood noise issue**

   After analyzing the secular change of the literatures, the researcher found that around 50% of them were published after the 1980s (Figure 2). With continuous economic development, many recreation facilities were established in urban areas

   The literature mentioned that most of the noises came from karaoke bars and commercial complexes. Only two articles published in the 1990s mentioned public noise and citizens’ activities. In the literatures published after 2000, residents were already starting to react against neighborhood noises. In addition, characteristics of the noise issue were also discussed.
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The literatures discussed three important features of the neighborhood noise issue: 1) background factors of the neighborhood noise issue, 2) classification and characteristics of the neighborhood noise issue, and 3) ways of coping and implications for the solutions to the neighborhood noise issue.

1) Background factors of the neighborhood noise issue

Table 1 shows background factors of the neighborhood noise issue. Morita and Okiyama identified 7 main factors: (1) overcrowding, (2) developing urbanization, (3) overexploitation, (4) building of apartments and houses with low sound insulation, (5) the increased use of electric equipment at home, (6) increased number of recreation facilities, and (7) lack of communication among neighbors. Additionally, the calmness of a residential area depended on the noises outside the house. People in neighborhoods had very high tolerance of daily life noise. However, many people could not tolerate the noise produced by karaoke bars.

Based on the nationwide survey conducted by Hamasoto & Mutou in 2007, lack of common sense, weak human relations, and urbanization were causes of the neighborhood noise issue. Lack of communication among neighbors negatively affected how they perceived the loudness of daily sounds. In contrast, having a tight and harmonious relationship among neighbors actually decreased their negative perception of daily noise. In connection with the former, people who lived in urban areas showed a higher rate of negative reactions to daily noise.

2) Classification and characteristics of the neighborhood noise issue

Table 2 shows the classification and characteristics of the neighborhood noise issue. The Ministry of the Environment of Japan classified 7 categories of the issue: (1) noise emitted during the nighttime operation of bars and restaurants in concentrated residential areas, (2) noise caused by public announcements through the use of loudspeakers, (3) daily life noise, (4) noise related to public kindergarten and elementary schools, (5) noise of small and medium-sized factories in residential areas and industrial regions, (6) noise caused by construction work in urbanized areas, and (7) noise caused by commercial announcements through loudspeakers in downtown areas. Harada simply divided neighborhood noise into three categories: (1) noise produced by using loudspeakers, (2) noise produced during the nighttime operation of commercial facilities, and (3) daily life noise.

The neighborhood noise had 3 characteristics. The neighborhood noise issue was caused not only by daily living but also by heightened emotional confrontation among neighbors. Lack of communication among neighbors negatively affected how they perceived the loudness of daily sounds. In contrast, having a tight and harmonious relationship among neighbors actually decreased their negative perception of daily noise. In connection with the former, people who lived in urban areas showed a higher rate of negative reactions to daily noise.
 plaints coming from affected members of the community.

3) Ways of coping and implications for the solutions to the neighborhood noise issue

The literature review showed ways in which people coped with the neighborhood noise issue (Table 3). Based on a nationwide survey, affected persons who had been highly damaged by neighborhood noise tended to claim that they were directly victimized by the issue; they realized that there is actually a need for certain regulations. The survey showed that some affected persons attempted to confront the issue by storming into their neighbor’s house and complaining about the noise. Some of them would also make anonymous calls to the person responsible for the noise; moreover, they have also tried consulting with the public administration and the local police. However, because of the severe impact of the neighborhood noise, some of them moved their residence to another location in order to prevent further neighborhood conflict.

The keys to ameliorating this problem are improvement of living conditions and improvement of neighbor relations. Lack of understanding between and among neighbors could lead to heightened and recurring emotional conflicts in the near future. Greeting and communicating with neighbors on the street, and talking with the people responsible for the noise would be effective for improving the issue (Table 3). The Ministry of the Environment of Japan mentioned that the basic solution was to establish stable communication among the people concerned. That is because the issue includ-

Table 1 Background factors of the neighborhood noise issue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Reference number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overcrowding</td>
<td>21, 22, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing urbanization</td>
<td>22, 24, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overexploitation</td>
<td>22, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building of apartments and houses with low sound insulation</td>
<td>22, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The increased use of electric equipment at home</td>
<td>22, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased number of recreation facilities</td>
<td>19, 22, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of communication among neighbors</td>
<td>20, 21, 22, 25, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noises generated outside the private home</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Classification and characteristics of the neighborhood noise issue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Reference number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Noise emitted during the nighttime operation of bars and restaurants in concentrated residential areas</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Noise caused by public announcements through the use of loudspeakers</td>
<td>15, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Daily life noise</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Noise related to public kindergarten and elementary schools</td>
<td>15, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Noise of small and medium-sized factories in residential areas and industrial regions</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Noise caused by construction work in urbanized areas</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Noise caused by commercial announcements through loudspeakers in downtown areas</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Noise produced during the nighttime operation of commercial facilities</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. The issue is caused not only by daily living but also by the heightened emotional confrontation among the neighbors</td>
<td>12, 26, 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The noise was partially diffuse</td>
<td>26, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. People’s complaints showed victimhood by the issue</td>
<td>28, 29, 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ed not only daily life noise but also the relationships of people in the neighborhood.

However, in some cases, because of their weak sense of community, insignificant conflicts evolve into intense emotional confrontations that are difficult to resolve. Harada pointed out that neighborhood conflicts caused by daily life sound issues and solving them had been a large problem for local governments\(^\text{17}\). In some cases, the public administration would take the role of a mediator that facilitated the construction of solutions in response to the issue of minimizing damage caused by the daily noise\(^\text{33}\); they also act to regulate the problem\(^\text{16, 18, 27, 34}\).

Figure 3 shows solutions made in response to the neighborhood noise issue. People living in neighborhoods had very high tolerance of daily life noise. However, many people could not tolerate the noise produced by karaoke bars\(^\text{19}\). Whether the public administration can regulate noise pollution or not would depend on the loudness and tolerable limit of the noise\(^\text{16}\). One problem is that individuals have different tolerable levels of noise\(^\text{22}\). In case of limited impact of the neighborhood noise issue, communicating with neighbors and maintaining a harmonious relationship with neighbors would be effective for resolving the issue\(^\text{25}\). In some cases, the public administration would have to act as a mediator in order to minimize the damage\(^\text{33}\).

### Discussion

The current review focused on Japanese literatures that were related to neighborhood noise issues. It also clarified what kinds of research have already been done in this field.

This study provides three new findings. First, it was found that the neighborhood noise issue is actually due to urbanization of communities and lack of communication among neighbors. Second, the issue includes not only the loudness of the sound but also the emotional conflicts between and among neighbors. Third, establishing better communication lines between and among neighbors would be helpful in resolving the issue. On the other hand, some cases would need further assistance from the public administration because of weak community relations.

The results showed that literatures related to the neighborhood noise issue were mostly published after the 1980s, and many papers on this issue were published in the 1980s and after 2000. They revealed that economic growth and urbanization affected the neighborhood noise issue in Japan. Initially, most of the noises were generated from karaoke bars, small and medium-sized factories, and loudspeakers used for commercial announcements which later affected urban and residential areas\(^\text{5, 17}\). Daily life noise has become a social problem in the community\(^\text{35}\). It would be difficult to control daily life sounds and to consider the making of it as an illegal act\(^\text{21}\). This means that the features of neighborhood noise have changed from regular noise to irregular noise.

The results also showed that the neighborhood noise issue was in part due to the lack of communication between and among neighbors. Lack of contact within the community affected people’s perception of the loudness of daily life sound\(^\text{20, 25, 32}\). Furthermore, intense emotional conflicts between and among some neighbors were also found to be one of the major sourc-
es of daily life noise\(^{6)12)29)\). Previous studies focused on noise annoyance\(^ {36)\) and health problems arising from neighborhood noise including sleep disturbance, cardiovascular disease, reduced cognitive performance, and hearing disorders\(^ {37)\). However, they did not mention in the emotional conflict between and among neighbors\(^ {3)4)\). This is a new finding that basically says that the aforementioned characteristics could cause a neighborhood noise issue which could eventually become an intractable problem.

Considering the effects of urbanization, the neighborhood noise issue has become unavoidable for many people in the community and public administrations in urban areas. Some literatures suggest that enhancing communication with neighbors would be helpful for resolving the issue\(^ {25)32)\). The fundamental goals of noise management were based on the developing criteria for deriving safe noise levels\(^ {6)\). Our findings suggest that new solutions for managing the neighborhood noise issue should be discussed by people in the community so that they can contribute to improvement of community relations.

The literature regarding government intervention showed an alternate view. The Ministry of the Environment of Japan thought that it would be appropriate if members of the community themselves would take initiative in solving the problem\(^ {15)\). However, some literatures showed that public administrations would only tackle the neighborhood noise issue if it is due to weak community relations and if they have to in order to prevent worsening of relationships among people in the community\(^ {17)27)33)\). Inclusion of the acoustic environment in the existing health policy would improve the quality of life of urban residents\(^ {5)\). Public administrators should give advice to people in order to heal their emotional conflicts and develop a better community.

This study has two limitations. First, only Japanese literatures were reviewed. Second, only one keyword was used in the literature search. It would reflect selection bias. In the future, a literature review that has a wider scope in English-language articles and a literature search with additional keywords would be necessary.
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